
Flavour of Gin 
 

The flavouring ingredients are all  
natural and are referred to as 

'botanicals'.  
 

The type and quantity of each 
 producer's botanicals vary according 
to their own closely guarded recipes; 
all are carefully selected and tested 

for purity and quality.  
 

All gins include juniper as an  
ingredient: other botanicals used are 

coriander, angelica, orange peel, 
lemon peel, cardamom, cinnamon, 

grains of paradise, cubeb berries and 
nutmeg. Typically a fine gin contains 

six to ten botanicals. Like all gins,  
London gin should have a  

predominant juniper flavour.   
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Bombay  
Sapphire 40% 
Flavoured with 10  
botanicals, it offers  
up quite a spicy hit 
with perhaps less  
juniper than some. 

Tanqueray 43.1% 
Export Strength Export Strength Export Strength Export Strength     
The Tanqueray recipe has  
remained unchanged 
since1830.  
It has three dominant  
botanicals - juniper, 
angelica and coriander. 

Sipsmith 41.6% 

This London Dry  
Gin which uses 10  

traditional botanicals  
is clean with a mild 

spice juniper and  
zest finish. 

Hendrick’s 41.4% 

The quintessential  
britishness exudes  

from the bottle -  
add to this the  

essence of rose  
petal and cucumber  

and there you  
have it, a slightly  

 sweet silky  

smooth gin. 
Made in Scotland. 

Portobello Road  
No171 42% 

Created by Ged Feltham  
and Jake Burger of Ginstitute 
fame at 171 Portobello Road, 
London. The first batch was 
delivered in 2011. Portobello 
gin is spicy for a London gin, 
with the typical juniper hit.  

Brighton 40% 

Launched, in 2014 by the 
Brighton Spirits’ Company.  

This classically  
styled gin with  

milk thistle  
evident on the 
nose, dry with 
piny juniper to  

the fore and just  
a hint of citrus. 

Williams  
Great British  
Extra Dry 40% 
Produced from the award-
winning Chase Vodka and 
uses 10 of the finest botanicals 
including both juniper buds 
and berries to ensure the  
driest gin possible. Zesty citrus, 
juniper and dark chocolate 
are upfront on the palate. 

 

Gordon’s Pink 37.5% 
This pink Gin is perfectly crafted to  
balance the refreshing taste of  
Gordon’s with the natural sweetness  
of raspberries and strawberries, with  
the tang of redcurrant served up in  
a unique blushing tone.  
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